Student Copy Scenarios for Teacher and Student Isolation

1. If you are isolating and ILL.

•Liaise with the teacher, as
normal about missed work.
•You must catch up on the
work missed when you are
better.

2. If your full class are isolating
and NOT ILL.
•Your teacher will teach your
lessons via Teams. You will
learn as if a remote lesson.
•You MUST be available at the
start of every lesson for
Teams, with your video on,
microphone muted and
earphones on.
•You are STILL RESPONSIBLE for
attending the lesson. You will
be chased if you are NOT
UNWELL and MISSING a Teams
lesson.
• Your teacher will be recording
instances where students do
not access their online
learning when not unwell and
giving out behaviour points.

3. If SOME of your class are
isolating and SOME are in
school.
•Your teacher will teach using a
BLENDED approach.
•Teachers will have every
student logged into Teams even those who are at school.
This means those at home can
hear everyone when
discussions and class answers
are being shared.
• ALL STUDENTS need to bring
headphones and a fully
charged laptop to school
every day, in case this
instance occurs. If you don't,
the sound may glitch, making
it difficult for you to hear the
teacher/each other.
• You are STILL RESPONSIBLE
for attending the lesson if you
are isolating at home. You will
be chased if you are NOT
UNWELL and MISSING a Teams
lesson.
•Your teacher will be recording
instances where students do
not access their online
learning when not unwell and
giving out behaviour points.

4. If your teacher is absent and
you have a cover teacher.
•If your teacher is unwell and
unable to teach a lesson on
Teams remotely, you will
either have work set in
advance/on Firefly or via a
cover teacher.
•Otherwise, you will have a
Teams lesson.
•You MUST:
•Get into the habit of logging
onto Teams and checking
Firefly every day in case your
teacher is absent.
•Bring a set of headphones to
school every day, in case this
occurs.
•Be prepared at the start of a
Teams lesson with the
following:
• You must ALL log onto
Teams with your individual
laptop (fully charged)
• Your video on (for register
and safeuguarding purposes)
• Your microphone muted
• Your headphones in.

5. If you are a Sixth Form
student whose teacher is
absent.
•If your teacher is unwell, you
will have work set directly to
you (via Firefly, for example).
•Otherwise, you will have a
Teams lesson.
•Speak to your teacher about
their expectations. There are
some rules below that you
MUST adhere to.
•In this scenario, you are
expected to:
•Use the same classroom as
your set lesson.
•Log on to Teams at the start
of the lesson to await the call.
•Have your video on but your
sound muted.
•Have a set of headphones to
hear the call without any
sound glitches.
•If you are not visible on the
call, you cannot be marked
present.
•Teachers will not record
lessons conducted on Teams.

